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Formation of ultracold Cs2 molecules through the double-minimum Cs2 3 1Su
¿ state
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We present a simple model of ultracold cesium dimer formation in which the photoassociation into rovibra-
tional levels of the double-minimum Cs2 3 1Su

1 state above its internal barrier enables spontaneous or stimu-
lated emission into the lowest rovibrational levels of the Cs2 1(X) 1Sg

1 ground electronic state. The transition
dipole moment should be sufficiently large for observation of such spectral transitions. The use of the Cs2

3 1Su
1 double-minimum potential could be extended to molecular Bose-Einstein condensates in which an

optical trap can be employed for trapping of both atomic and molecular species.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.69.013403 PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 32.80.Wr, 33.20.2t
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in ultracold cooling and trapping of m
ecules have greatly stimulated an interest in developing
most feasible method for obtaining a molecular quantum g
Efforts have been concentrated on finding ways to prod
ultracold molecules, which cannot be easily cooled by
two level atomic schemes@1–6#.

A two-photon Raman pumping process, e.g., stimula
Raman adiabatic passage, should be more effective for
ducing ground-state ultracold molecules than one- or tw
step photoassociation followed by spontaneous emiss
Applying the two-photon Raman process, one can drive
free atoms into bound molecules in a controlled mann
such that the molecules are not formed in a statistical m
ture of rovibrational states, but rather in one of the low
well defined rovibrational states. This may eventually lead
formation of internally ultracold molecules. More recent
ultracold molecules have been produced through stimula
Raman photoassociation@7# to the lowest triplet state of Cs2,
with comparable efficiencies to one-photon photoassocia
followed by spontaneous emission~stabilization!. The same
process has been applied to even colder samples of Rb@8#
and 7Li @9# Bose-Einstein condensates, although ultrac
molecules~or a molecular Bose-Einstein condensate! have
not been directly detected.

Double-minimum states in alkali dimers are always int
esting since they offer the observation of intriguing spect
scopic quantum interference patterns from the two Con
points located within the outer potential well@10,11#. In con-
nection with ultracold cesium atom collisions, it would be
considerable interest to investigate a photoassociation e
tation process into the outer potential well. Of special s
nificance is the photoassociation into the vibration
rotational levels that lie above or just below the poten
barrier that divides the two potential wells. Levels just abo
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the barrier can spontaneously radiate at the inner turn
point at short internuclear distances and thus, by downw
vertical transition, end up at the very bottom of the C2

1(X) 1Sg
1 ground state. The levels just below the barr

could tunnel into the inner potential well and also reach
inner turning point. Such a photoassociated molecule co
be translationally ultracold with an average kinetic ener
similar to that of the free atoms~typically 100mK for Cs! in
a magneto-optical trap~MOT!. Tunneling through a potentia
barrier in the case of the Cs2 0g

2 pure long-range state ha
been recently discussed in order to explain ‘‘giant’’ structu
in the Cs2

1 ion signal of the Fiorettiet al. experiment
@12–14#. Photoassociation into the outer potential well belo
the barrier forms a special type of molecule with very lar
amplitude vibrations. It is assumed that a molecule in su
an elongated state may become very reactive. For exam
one could imagine the reaction of such a molecule with2
resulting in two CsH molecules, with a large reaction ra
coefficient.

We present here a process for forming ultracold grou
state molecules in their lowest rovibrational states, w
long-term stability. Our approach shows an efficient a
simple way for making both externally and internally ultr
cold molecules. If trapped~optically or magnetically!, these
molecules present an excellent sample for further stud
e.g., toward producing a quantum degenerate molecular
tem.

II. RESULTS

The simple two-photon process, which renders poss
the formation of a large number of ultracold Cs2 molecules
in their lowest rovibrational levels of the ground state,
presented in Fig. 1. Potential curves have been taken f
theab initio calculations of Spies and Meyer@15#. In order to
be successful, this process should have an appreciable
sition dipole moment for both spectral transitions in que
tion. Since there are no complete calculations of the relev
transition probabilities in the case of the cesium dimer,
adopted a theoretical transition dipole moment funct
D(R) for this transition available from Li2 ab initio calcula-

gy,
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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tions @16#. In the latter case, the 21Su
1←X 1Sg

1 transition in
Li2 is an analogous transition to 31Su

1←X 1Sg
1 transition in

Cs2 . D(R) describes behavior of the transition dipole m
ment as a function ofR from the ground state to the double
minimum potential. However, the internuclear distanceR is
scaled by the factor of 1.483, which is the ratio of the C2

3 1Su
1 outer well equilibrium distanceRe

ou of the outer well
to theRe

ou of the corresponding Li2 2 1Su
1 outer well poten-

tial. The absolute value of theD(R) function was adjusted in
order to match the absorption coefficient of the measured2
611.5 nm absorption profile of the corresponding diffu
band@17#. This diffuse band was usually observed in a hig
resolution emission experiment with single longitudin
mode laser excitation@10#. The relevant fluorescence spe
trum revealed an exquisite interference pattern. This inter
ence continuum exhibited fine and coarse interference un
lations due to the two Condon points. This structur
continuum is completely washed out in absorption or em
sion experiments at elevated temperatures.

In order to describe the process of ultracold molecule f
mation, the squares of the wave function relevant for
photoassociative process are shown in Fig. 1. From the
tracold free state described by thes-wave functionf(E) that
scatters within the groundX 1Sg

1 state~energy of the free
state corresponds to the average relative kinetic energy o

FIG. 1. Potential curves of the ground and double-minim
states with corresponding wave functions and radiative transiti
~1! the photoassociation transition from the ground free to
bound 31Su

1 state,~2! the 31Su
1→X 1Sg

1 transition at the barrier
dividing the two wells, and~3! the 31Su

1→X 1Sg
1 transition at the

inner wall of the 31Su
1 potential. The lower panel shows the tra

sition dipole moment as a function of the internuclear dista
based on scaling from the analogous transition in Li2 to the
Cs2 dimer.
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collision of 100mK), the absorption of a photon Eq.~1!
produces excitation into the bound vibrational statev of the
excited 31Su

1 electronic state. This transition occurs at lar
interatomic distancesR'22 bohrs in the region of the oute
turning point of the excited vibrational state. Vibration
wave functions for bound statesv8 above the barrier of the
3 1Su

1 state have considerable amplitude at both turn
points and in the vicinity of the barrier. By spontaneous ph
ton emission in the region of the barrier,R'12 bohrs
@3 1Su

1←X1Sg
1 , transition~2!#, the bound vibrational state

v9 of the ground electronic stateX 1Sg
1 are produced in rela-

tively high vibrational quantum numbers. In contrast, f
transitions around the inner turning point atR'7 –8 bohrs
~3!, it is possible to populate the lowest vibrational sta
v9(X1Sg

1).
The wave functions in Fig. 1 have been calculated

using the mapped Fourier Grid Hamiltonian method. T
range of internuclear separations from 5.5 bohrs up to
bohrs is divided into 928 grid points@18#. Using such precise
division, we calculated all necessary wave functions and
brational energies in these two electronic states, with ro
tional quantum numberJ50. We found thatv8588 and 89
levels from the outer potential well of the 31Su

1 state tunnel
into the inner well. The nextv8590 level lies just above the
barrier. For the ultracold free state thes-wave function was
calculated by means of the four-point Runge-Kutta meth
For calculation of the excitation and emission Franc
Condon factors we used the same grid division for b
states involved in the radiative transition processes.

The probability of photoassociation,PPA(E,v8), from the
free f(E) state into the boundv8(3 1Su

1) state, is propor-
tional to the square of the modulus of the matrix element
the electronic transition dipole momentD(R) for this transi-
tion,

PPA~E,v8!}u^v8~31Su
1!uD~R!uf~E!&u2. ~1!

In Fig. 2 we present the probability of photoassociation fro
the ultracold free state into the double-minimum poten
PPA(E,v8) which is dependent on the energy difference b
tween the initial and final states,DE involved in transition,
i.e., on the wavelength of the photoassociation laserlPA .
The values have been normalized to unity by dividing th
by the maximum value, which approximately corresponds
the minimum in the relevant difference potential. Thus,
though the largest probability of excitation is into the lowe
vibrational states, localized within the outer minimum of t
double-minimum potential curve, the probability of excit
tion of vibrational states above the barrier is not negligib
The arrow in Fig. 2 shows the wavelength at whichv8594 is
excited (lair5581.75 nm).

The transition probability for the spontaneous emiss
PSE(v8,v9) from different vibrational levels of the doubl
minimum 31Su

1 potential to different vibrational levels o
the groundX 1Sg

1 state is presented in Fig. 3. As in the ca
of probability for photoassociation, the probability of spo
taneous emission is here also proportional to the squar
the modulus of the matrix element of the electronic transit

s:
e

e
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dipole momentD(R) for this transition betweenv8(31Su
1)

andv9(X1Sg
1) vibrational states, and it is normalized to i

maximum value,

PSE~v8,v9!}u^v9~X1Sg
1!uD~R!uv8~31Su

1!&u2. ~2!

Similar to the previous figure, in Fig. 3 we took the transiti
dipole moment function from our previous reference@17#,
modified as described above. A careful inspection of th
figures reveals the double-minimum nature of the upper
tential curve. It can be readily seen that the largest proba
ity of transition into the ground statev9(X 1Sg

1) vibrational
levels is from the lower vibrational statesv8(3 1Su

1) (v8

FIG. 2. Normalized transition probability for the 31Su
1

←X 1Sg
1 photoassociation transition as a function of transition

ergy in wave numbers~bottom! and wavelengths~top!. The arrow
points at the wavelength for exciting thev8594 level (lair

5581.75 nm).

FIG. 3. Normalized transition probability for the spontaneo
emissionPSE(v8,v9) between the upper vibrational levelv8 in the
double-minimum state and the lower vibrational levelv9 in the
ground electronic state of Cs2.
01340
e
-
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,100). From vibrational levels above the potential barr
the emission is smaller, but still considerable. The transiti
from the outer well region of 31Su

1 state occur preferentially
to higher vibrational states of theX 1Sg

1 electronic state,
whereas the transitions from the inner well region popul
preferentially the lower vibrational levels of theX 1Sg

1 elec-
tronic state.

In Fig. 4 we present the probability of populating th
v9(X 1Sg

1) states as a consequence of photoassociation f
the freef(E) state into the boundv8(3 1Su

1) state. This
probability P(E,v8,v9) is equal to the product of the excita
tion and the emission transition probabilities, and shows
effectiveness of the ground-state ultracold molecule form
tion process,

P~E,v8,v9!5PPA~E,v8!PSE~v8,v9!. ~3!

.
We may see that the lowest vibrational levels in t

ground electronic state can be populated by exciting vib
tional levels of the double-minimum potential aroundv8
5100. However, when exciting only into the outer well
the double-minimum potential, i.e., well below the potent
barrier, only very excited vibrational levels in the groun
molecular state can be formed.

Finally, we present the calculated values of the produc
the excitation and the emission transition probabilit
through thev8594 level of the double minimum potential i
Fig. 5. This vibrational state lies slightly above the barrier
the double-minimum state and is selected as the most pr
ising level for making the ultracold cesium dimer inv950,
with the overall transition probability nearly twice that o
other low-lying vibrational levels.

III. DISCUSSION

Double-minimum potential curves are not isolated ph
nomena in the realm of alkali dimers. It is known that t

-
FIG. 4. Normalized probability of ultracold molecule formatio

P(E,v8,9)5PPA(E,v8)PSE(v8,v9), the product of photoassocia
tion and spontaneous emission as a function ofv8 andv9.
3-3
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Cs2 0g
2 and 1u(6P3/2) pure long-range states are actua

double-minimum potentials. The outer minima have been
directly observed as the beginning of asymmetry in
atomic spectral line shape@19# and as pronounced satellit
bands@20#. Pillet and co-workers have discussed the adv
tages of a double-minimum potential for the formation of t
ultracold molecules using photoassociation of ultracold
sium atoms in a MOT@21#.

The presented scheme shows a high probability for p
ducing molecules in thev950 level of the Cs2 X 1Sg

1

ground state. Assuming that there is no trapping or ot
near-resonant light present during the photoassociation
cess, ultracold MOT conditions allow mostly low partia
wave collisions, which reduce the number of accessible
tational levels in the best cases (s-wave andp-wave! to only
J950 and 2 orJ951, respectively. In the case of aX 1Sg

1

(0g
1) s-wave collision,,50, onlyJ851 is populated, which

emits toJ950 and 2. Similarly, in the case of aX 1Sg
1 (0g

1)
p-wave collision,,51, J850 or 2 are populated.J850
emits to J951 only, whereasJ852 emits toJ951 or 3.
Thus, the ground-state molecules formed are extremely
not only translationally but also vibrationally and rotatio
ally. A more elaborate and complex scheme for direct in
nal cooling@1# is therefore completely avoided.

Although the singletX 1Sg
1 (v950) molecules, unlike

the a3Su
1 triplet molecules, cannot be magnetically trappe

trapping is possible in an optical dipole trap@22#. Using a

FIG. 5. Normalized probability of ultracold molecule formatio
expressed as the product of the photoassociation and sponta
emission probabilities as a function ofv9 for the case ofv8594.
t.
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high-power CO2 laser, trap depths of;1 mK sufficient for
trapping ultracold molecules may be realized. A quasista
optical trap with two crossed CO2 laser beams was used t
obtain Bose-Einstein condensation in the case of87Rb @23#.
Recently, a similar attempt resulted in first achievement o
cesium BEC@24#. This opens the possibility for making
molecular Bose-Einstein condensate~MBEC!. A very prom-
ising method is one that uses Feshbach resonances. The
posed schemes of making a ground-state MBEC with vib
tionally excited molecules@25–28# could be applied to
finally produce a MBEC with molecules in thev950 and
J950 state. If a Feshbach resonance or a nearby state ca
taken as an initial state for the excitation to the outer turn
points of the double-minimum potential, then we could en
mously enhance the probability of the two-photon Ram
process shown in Fig. 1, by using resonance-bound
bound-bound excitations into the double-minimum C2

3 1Su
1 state.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have described how the Cs2 3 1Su
1 state can be ex-

ploited for efficient Cs2 ultracold molecule formation. This
scheme can also be used for other ultracold alkali dim
which exhibit similar double-minimum potentials. Ultraco
dimers are formed inv950 of the singlet ground state with
only a few quanta of rotational energy (J950,1,2,3), thus
eliminating vibrational relaxation and possible heating. Su
molecules present excellent candidates for achieving a p
molecular BEC.

An alternative approach may be realized with the tw
photon Raman process. Potentially, such a process may
ter define the final ground state of molecules and prov
higher transfer efficiency by reducing the losses associa
with the intermediate state. In addition, the use of doub
minimum potential can be extended to heteronuclear al
molecules@29,30#.
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